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Investor-state trade disputes turn democracy on its head by 

making governments more responsive to the profits of foreign 

companies than to the health and safety of their own citizens. 

The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was the 

first trade deal to include the investor-state dispute provi-

sions.1 Ever since, the right of foreign companies to challenge 

local governments has been a hallmark of U.S. trade policy.2

A foreign company that has “invested” in a trading partner’s 

country can sue for damages at an international tribunal if it 

alleges that a law or regulation takes away its ability to earn 

expected profits in that country.3 For example, if a foreign firm 

is harmed because a new environmental law curbs pollution 

from the firm’s plants, it could sue to recoup the lost profits 

from reducing its emissions or cleaning up its factories. State 

or local laws that banned or even just delayed the controver-

sial practice of hydraulic fracturing (fracking) for natural gas 

could be at risk, as could state efforts to require labeling of 

foods made with genetically engineered ingredients. 

Companies already aggressively lobby Congress and the 

executive branch agencies to limit oversight and to block es-

sential consumer and environmental safeguards.4 Sometimes 

companies even resort to local courts to prevent regulations 

from going into effect.5 The corporate free trade investor-state 

provisions allow foreign companies to simply sue a country, 

state or locality, challenging the laws of these regions if the 

companies’ million-dollar lobbying efforts don’t succeed in the 

political and regulatory arena. These suits are becoming more 

common, with a record number of cases filed in 2012.6 Since 

NAFTA was signed in 1993, more than 500 cases had been 

filed as of the end of 2012.7 And there are many surprising 

places where these cases are waged. 

Philip Morris in Australia
In 2011, Australia passed a public health law to discourage 

smoking by requiring the use of uniform cigarette packaging to 

eliminate some of the branding and advertising that is common 

on cigarette packs.8 All tobacco sold in Australia would come 

in a plain, dark brown package, and 75 percent of the package 

would contain health warnings, with only the remainder allow-

ing for the promotion of brand names and variants.9

For U.S. tobacco company Philip Morris, the new Australian 

law meant that the money the company had invested in 

marketing its cigarettes was less effective. The cigarette maker 

argued that the branding itself was the core of the cigarette 

business.10 In recognition of its “loss,” Philip Morris sued Aus-

tralia.11 The cigarette maker lobbied the Australian parliament 

to prevent this sensible public health law from being passed, 

bankrolling a lobbying campaign against the law.12 After losing 

in the legislature, Philip Morris challenged the law in Austra-

lia’s high court but lost there, too.13 

Having failed in its previous attempts to stop this law, Philip 

Morris is now trying to overturn this public health law using 

investor-state provisions in a trade pact between Australia and 

Hong Kong.14 The investor-state challenge eliminates all those 
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The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) trade deal includes little-known provisions 
that allow companies to challenge as illegal trade barriers any government 

policies that purportedly infringe on the companies’ profits. The contentious 
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pesky democratic checks and balances. If it is successful, it 

puts at risk every public health law that might cut into the 

profits of a large corporation.

Lone Pine in Quebec
Fracking injects a mixture of water, sand and chemicals un-

derground under high pressure to crack rock formations and 

release natural gas — but the often-toxic fracking fluids can 

and do pollute water supplies.15 In 2012, the Canadian prov-

ince of Quebec announced a moratorium on fracking pending 

further study into the environmental impact of fracking on 

the Saint Lawrence River.16 

In November 2012, Lone Pine Resources, Inc., an oil and gas 

exploration company formed and operating in Canada but in-

corporated in Delaware, served notice of its intent to submit a 

claim for arbitration against the government of Canada under 

NAFTA’s investor-state provisions.17 Lone Pine contended that 

by revoking all mining rights for a stretch of the Saint Law-

rence River, Quebec took away the potential for profit from 

Lone Pine.18 The suit asked for damages of $250 million from 

the Quebec provincial government.19 

By the end of 2013, at least 100 U.S. municipalities had enact-

ed fracking bans or moratoria.20 Since Lone Pine is asking for 

a quarter-billion dollars, the mere threat of an investor-state 

challenge to a proposed local fracking ordinance could have a 

significant chilling effect on local efforts to address emerging 

environmental or consumer hazards.

Defend Your Local Democracy: 
Stop Fast Track
Congress is considering giving “fast track” authority to the 

U.S. administration to accelerate passage of the Trans-Pacific 

Partnership and its odious investor-state provisions. The 

investor-state provisions are just one ugly chapter in a book 

of free trade horrors. But under fast track, Congress can vote 

trade deals like TPP only up or down; Congress could not 

amend the TPP to eliminate the investor-state provisions and 

to protect the right of local communities to pass laws that 

protect their families and environment.

Ask your Representative and Senators to oppose fast track. To 

take action, visit: http://www.foodandwaterwatch.org/global/

global-trade/tpp-and-tafta-free-trade-with-a-high-price.
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